STOP USE AND RECALL NOTICE

SL227 PILOT Horizontal Static Line Traveler
Sayfa Group are the manufacturers of the TRAVEL8 and PILOT fall arrest system.
This safety alert relates to the SL227 PILOT Traveller issued within the period from June 2018 to
August 2019. Due to a manufacturing issue, there is a concern that the SL227 PILOT Traveller could
dislodge from the cable when in use.
You are required to immediately remove the PILOT Traveller/s from service as notified by your
Height Safety System Installer and return these units to your system installer who will then
arrange for the units to be checked and exchanged immediately.
Although the defect seems to be very limited, SAYFA GROUP recognise the serious consequences
of severe injury or death in the event of failure.
Traveller Identification
These are the ways to identify if the Traveller Unit is included in this recall:
1.

Batch Numbers of units related to the recall. Any other numbers are not part of the recall and
are ok.
1450-26112-01 to 08
1450-28386-01 to 08
1450-28735-02 to 08
1450-40614-01 to 08

2.

If the Traveller unit has a large silver ‘QC’ sticker on the underside, then the unit has been
checked and is ok.

3.

If the Traveller unit has a marking ‘SL227’ on the front latch, then the unit has been checked
and is ok.

4.

If the Traveller unit has a ‘C’ on the end of the batch no. then the unit has been checked and
is ok even if the batch no. may be part of the recall.

Can I check the Traveller unit for any defect myself?
We recommend that the checking procedure is done by Sayfa however if there is an emergency
and the Traveller needs to be checked, the gap between the tongue and the main body must be
checked (with the karabiner in place). The maximum opening size should be no more than
6.20mm.

If you require assistance, please contact your Height Safety System Installer or Sayfa Group:
Email: technical@sayfa.com.au (use the following subject line: SL227 PILOT SAFETY ALERT).
SAYFA GROUP
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